UNKNOWN WORLDS

In this thrilling issue:

1,000 years ago...
in 1962!

"Nobody ever gave me a chance!"

"The dog that didn't die!"

...and other exciting features!

Let thy power protect me, oh idol...
THE ATMOSPHERE
WILL BE DESTROYED...
THEIR ALL DIE...
MARGIE--HER PARENTS
NO, NO! I...I CAN'T
LET IT HAPPEN!

THE NEXT MORNING...
YOU'VE GOT TO TRUST ME AND NOT
THINK I'M CRAZY! THIS AREA--
THE WHOLE WORLD--IT'S IN DEADLY
DANGER! CAN I GET SOLDIERS...
QUICK?

THERE AREN'T ANY SOLDIERS
WITHIN HUNDREDS OF MILES.
JOE, ALL WE'VE GOT AROUND
HERE IS A TROOP OF
BOY SCOUTS!

THIS IS A SORT OF GAME! JUST SUPPOSE
AN INVISIBLE CRAFT HAD LANDED OVER
THERE; AND INVISIBLE MEN WERE THERE
WORKING, PLOTTING EVERYONE'S
DEATH; WHAT COULD WE ATTACK
WITH?

PRAYERS--MAYBE WE'RE
TOO SMALL TO
CHARGE 'EM--
GUNS WE
DON'T HAVE...

...BUT WE ONCE MADE
UP A GAME ABOUT WHAT
WOULD HAPPEN IF SPACE-
MEN EVER ATTACKED;
WE'D GET OUR BB RIFLES
...AND A LOT OF BALLOONS
...AND HORNETS' NESTS...

ATTABOY, HERBIE! LET'S
GO!

AND WHILE THE MEN OF THE FUTURE WORKED TO
ASSEMBLE THEIR TERRIBLE DEVICE...

...ANOTHER PLAN WAS GOING FORWARD!

OKAY, YOU GUYS! WE WAIT--
UNTIL THE BALLOONS GET OVER THAT
GROVE OF TREES WHERE WE'RE PRETENDING THERE'S
A BUNCH OF INVISIBLE MEN-- AND THEN I'LL
GIVE THE SIGNAL!
But next day...

I might have known that RBG-40-A wouldn't be driven off that easily. He's too ambitious— he wants to return to our time and report that the earth is open for our populations—and that it was all his doing!

Now what? They've almost got that weapon assembled, which means curtains for every last soul on earth— including me! We tried fighting them off with those hornets— something they didn't know—well, is there any other kind of weapon that's strange to them that I can turn loose?

To him came a sudden memory...

Hey... That's it!